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Cloudpaging Player 9.4.3 Release Notes 

Date: December 6, 2023 

Version: 9.4.3.2193 

 
 

Package Contents 

Player\Player_Installers_ReadMe.txt 

Player\English\Application Jukebox Player Setup.exe 

Player\English\Application Jukebox Player x64.msi 

Player\English\Application Jukebox Player.msi 

 

Player\Multilingual\Application Jukebox Player Setup.exe 

Player\Multilingual\Application Jukebox Player x64.msi 

Player\Multilingual\Application Jukebox Player.msi 

 

Documentation\Cloudpaging Player User Guide.pdf 

 

 

 Version Compatibility 

Cloudpaging Player 9.4.3 is compatible with the 9.3.x and higher Cloudpaging Server versions. 

Cloudpaging Player 9.4.3 supports all appset versions. 

 
 

Highlights 

Below are the highlights of the 9.4.3 Player release. Please refer to the Bugs sections to learn more about 

each of these highlights. 

 

• Bugs 
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 Bugs 

Here are some defects we squashed in this release. 

 
Issue Type Description Ticket 

Number(s) 

Bug Returning uninitialized Object IDs during queries subsequently prevents 

application from seeing and accessing the files 

CP-34494 

37992 

37720 

 

Bug Unable to virtualize appsets when user folders are redirected to network and 

assets are set to Layer-1 or Layer-2 

CP-34498 

38093 

38254 

38384 

38387 

Bug BSOD when Cloudpaging driver notifies the system of the Last-Write 

timestamp of a virtual file 

CP-34508 

38297 

Bug Using a CAE to set permissions on a given path (using ICACLS), the CAE 

causes a BSOD when it uses commands using the relative path. 

CP-34500 

Bug When using a sandbox exclusion, a limited user is able to write directly to 

the disk. 

CP-34504 

 
Open-Source Disclosure 

Open-Source Disclosure Numecents Cloudpaging products use open-source software licensed to 

Numecent for use and redistribution under an open-source license. To better inform Numecent customers 

on what open-source code is included within Cloudpaging products, please see this support article to 

learn more. 

 

Contact Us 

For additional support, please contact Numecent Support at support@numecent.com or find us online at 

http://support.numecent.com. 

mailto:support@numecent.com
http://support.numecent.com/

